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COURSE SUMMARY 
 
Participants in this class will make artworks based in reality, yet bent according 
to screwball plans, imagery, and subjective but considered logic. Studio 
assignments will engage the printmaking studio – specifically silkscreen, which 
lends itself nicely to the cartoon aspect of the program – as well as more 
sculptural or performative prompts. Silkscreen in this case will be used as a 
means to an end, with printing on alternative materials considered.  We will use 
the print studios to develop and produce custom materials or stock imagery, 
which will be engaged in the service of multifaceted and involved panels and 
objects. Demonstrations will include fabric silkscreen, open screen monoprint, 
repeating pattern, and the basics of using printmaking as an integral part of 
object-making. Previous printmaking experience encouraged, but not required. 
 
ATTENDANCE AND CLASS POLICY 
 

Ambitious students. Ambitious artists. 
 
DAILY SCHEDULE 
 

Clean-up 

Critiques 

Demos 

Discussions 

Presentations 

Screenings 

Work Periods 

 



Morning & Afternoon 

 

Homework expected overnight. 

 
SUGGESTED READINGS 
 
TBA 
 
SUPPLY LIST 
 
Welcome to Cartoon Logic! This class will explore a variety of materials and 
media with an emphasis on problem solving and the space where 2D and 3D 
intersect. While at Ox-Bow students will be encouraged to use the shop's 
complete range of facilities and resources. Please feel free to bring any addition 
supplies that you personally require or cherish.  
 
Ox-Bow will provide most of your printing material needs including inks, 
modifiers, screens, squeegees, plexi, 4 computers with Creative Suite and 
internet access, a laserjet printer that prints 8.5"" x 11"", and a laserjet printer 
that prints 11"" x 17"". We have listed additional required and suggested 
supplies below. Ox-Bow is not close to any art stores, so you will need to import 
most of your materials with you. There is a Home Depot and a craft store 45 min 
by car if you are driving.  
 
In addition we ask students to bring an IMAGE ARCHIVE. This could include . . .  
•clippings from magazines 
•drawings 
•photographs 
•digital files with source images 
•textures, patterns, fabric 
•movie stills 
-If you are unsure, think of 5-10 things you would like to reference in your work, 
this could be figures, landscape, pop culture or historical material, scientific 
imagery, etc. Then find, collect, and bring 5-10 representative samples of each 
thing. 
 
REQUIRED 
Ox-Bow will supply basic print materials and inks, and some paper.  
•novelty/individual paper 



•Brushes (variety, basic small, medium, and large, etc.) 
•your favorite tools and materials 
•drawing supplies 
•sketchbook (can be in process) 
 
SUGGESTED 
•Laptop/Digital Camera/Camcorder/Sound recorder  
•General craft supplies (whatever pertains to your own studio practice) 
•Sketchbook/sketchpad and pencils, eraser (can be sketchbook already in 
progress) 
•additional preferred drawing and paper-painting materials 
•Litho crayons/china marker/specialty ink 
•Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph Pens 
•Staedtler Non-Photo Pencil 
•Self healing cutting mat 
(students should expect to purchase additional supplies as needed) 


